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called the Tales From the Capital. They are available in colors of red, green and blue for just $12 per
shirt. They can be ordered by emailing orders@boomerandgeller.com. Based in McLean, VA, Boomer
& Geller is a group of people with a common interest in a wide variety of subjects. They never have
met in person, but for over 4 months they have enjoyed a virtual relationship. They currently share
an apartment together and count themselves as the lucky recipients of each other’s marvelous
humor, constantly being badgered by alligators, and being threatened by the San Francisco 49ers. A
little about the members of Boomer & Geller: John Bowers is a former Detroit Lions Radio
Broadcaster for 12 years. He also has completed his second term in the Navy as a Surface Warfare
Officer with the rank of Lieutenant Commander. From 2000-2005 John served in the US Coast Guard
as a Lieutenant with deployments to the Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean Sea. John currently
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Mckillopie McScoopy Phlegmatic Party. Although he is missing five toes on his left foot, he remains
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great car, and likes to spend his time in bars with his friend, Mr. Jones. There are many more
important aspects to Boomer & Geller, but they don’t talk about them on public forums. We don’t
necessarily recommend that you follow this, but, just in case you do, here’s the address: Boomer &
Geller – Tales From the Capital. You can place your vote here: You can also download the Boomer &
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